interacting with the stiffness of the plates to provide extremely low phase velocity and high dispersion. The first property means SLR wavelengths can be as short as the distance between rows of outer hair cells, allowing standing wave formation; the second permits wide-range tuning using only an order-of-magnitude variation in cochlear physical properties, most importantly the inter-row spacing.
Introduction
A major unresolved problem in cochlear mechanics is a basic one: how is it physically possible to finely tune the human cochlea over three decades of frequency? The conventional model involving traveling waves propagating lengthwise along the basilar membrane (BM) certainly gives broad tuning, with the local resonance frequency being determined largely by the plate-stiffness and width of the BM 2 , but a local-resonance theory, in some way involving the active outer hair cells (OHCs), appears necessary to provide the observed sharp tuning 3 . The nature of this active tuning has been a matter for speculation and debate, since the identified material properties of the cochlear structures do not vary along the partition by the large factor required in order to cover the large frequency range involved 4 .
Here a solution is proposed involving standing-wave resonance between the rows of OHCs. The resulting wave direction is across the partition (radially) in a direction at right angles to the standard lengthwise (longitudinal) direction of propagation of the traveling wave. If the OHCs are excited by such a wave, then their mechanical responses will deflect the membrane to which they are attached and launch a secondary wave from each cell. These secondary waves will interact with the other OHCs, causing them to respond with further waves, and so on. Because the phase change of the primary exciting wave along the rows is small, many OHCs will 2 See §I 3. R 5 [3] respond in unison. Furthermore, since the OHCs are arranged in three parallel rows, positive feedback at a resonance frequency related to the OHC spacing will occur and, as a result, will launch a 'radial' wave in a direction normal to the rows. This mechanism would operate effectively if the response sensitivity of the individual cells were adjusted neurally to be just below the threshold of oscillation.
A major difficulty confronting this radial wave hypothesis, however, is the extremely low wave velocity and high dispersion required in order to have the wavelength match the separation between OHC rows over the full frequency range of the human cochlea. In this paper a wave type is identified that meets these requirements: a symmetric Lloyd-Redwood (SLR) wave, known in ultrasonics as a 'squirting' wave. This mechanism would provide the 'self-tuned critical oscillators'
by which amplification of small signals takes place at a frequency where there is a dynamic instability (Hopf bifurcation) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . A feature of Hopf resonance ( §D 9.2/c) when applied to this system is that the tuning is governed by the frequencies of the oscillators, not the stiffness or inertia of the partition, and the oscillators will act as sharply tuned high-gain amplifiers for weak stimuli and as low-gain filters for strong ones. Around a Hopf bifurcation there is a range of frequency and amplitude where a stimulus is able to entrain the resonance, a distinctive feature of SOAEs 10 .
Squirting waves
SLR waves arise when a thin fluid layer is sandwiched between two deformable plates. 15 The mode is similar to the undulation modes (bending and squeezing) in soap films, which were treated in Sens, P., et al. (1993) . Hydrodynamic modes of viscoelastic soap films. Langmuir 9: 3212-3218. Radial SLR waves (squirting waves) could be generated by cyclic length changes of OHCs. Symmetric undulations induced in the facing surfaces of the TM and the RL squeeze the intervening fluid and produce a squirting action (horizontal arrows). The wave will continue to the IHCs, where squirting will tilt the free-standing IHC stereocilia. Shorter OHC stereocilia (unattached to TM and also subject to squirting effects) are, for clarity, not shown. Light-blue areas are occupied by fluid; the space surrounding the body of the OHCs is called the spaces of Nuel, and is in continuous hydraulic connection with the rest of the cochlear fluids.
Hassan and Nagy studied the waves at ultrasonic frequencies (15-150 kHz)
with a liquid film approaching 1 mm in thickness. At audio frequencies, however, the effect of viscosity becomes increasingly pronounced (see Sections 6 and 7), a factor that, acting in the subtectorial space, would tend to damp the wave and prevent its propagation unless some other mechanism intervenes. As it happens, there appears to be just such a possibility deriving from the properties of hydrophobic surfaces, as will be discussed later.
Anatomically, the cochlea has a thin layer of fluid (aqueous endolymph) enclosed between the gelatinous tectorial membrane (TM) and the thin reticular 
provided the plates are thin compared with the wavelength so that they deform by bending. The wavelength λ= 2πc/ω is then given by
which more readily illustrates the dispersive properties of the wave. A doubling of wavelength, for example, is accompanied by an eightfold change in frequency.
Plates thicker than about one-sixth of the wavelength undergo shear instead of bending, and the approximate result for the case where the plates are still thinner than the enclosed liquid layer is
The corresponding expression for wavelength λ is
As shown in §R 5.6, both (1) and (3) can be simply derived by neglecting the mass of the plates and equating the kinetic energy of the 'squirting' liquid to the elastic strain energy of the plates. Inclusion of the mass of the plates is simple, but complicates the resulting expressions unnecessarily. 
R 5 [7]
When one of the plates is much thicker, stiffer, or denser than the other, then it moves very little and the motion reduces essentially to that of the original model with the immobile plate located along the centre-plane of the original fluid layer.
Section R5.6 shows that this does not change the form of the dispersion relations (1) and (3), except that d is now equal to twice the thickness of the liquid layer. The wave of relevance is therefore that involving bending and with a dispersion relation of the form (1), provided at least one of the plates is sufficiently thin.
In the case of the cochlea, there is liquid on the outer side of each plate as well as between them, and the wave motion extends some distance into this liquid.
But again, Section R5.6 shows that the effect of this surrounding liquid is small in the case of a structure with dimensions typical of the cochlea.
An important property of Eqs.
(1) and (3) is that the SLR wave velocity increases markedly with frequency, as ω 2/3 in the first case and as ω 1/2 in the second.
The wave is thus highly dispersive and, as given by (2) or (4), the wavelength range for a given frequency range is greatly compressed, varying as ω -1/3 and ω -1/2 , respectively, for the two cases discussed, rather than as ω -1 for nondispersive propagation. It is this feature that potentially allows SLR waves to provide a way of tuning an active cochlear amplifier over a 3-decade (10-octave) frequency range by requiring only an order of magnitude variation in other physical parameters.
SLR wave in the cochlea
As §R 5.6 makes clear, the primary requirement for generating SLR waves in accordance with (1) is that at least one of the two enclosing plates is thin enough to deform by bending. Given the extreme thinness of the RL (1-3 µm), this condition appears likely to be met in the cochlea, although no direct measurements of this structure's stiffness have been made. Prior work has assumed that the reticular laminar is stiff, an approach that simplifies the treatment (e.g., Raftenberg, 1990 The most comprehensive data in the literature relates to the water buffalo 19 ;
here the thicknesses of the TM (3-8 µm) and RL (1.8-2.9 µm) are tabulated along the cochlea. It is immediately apparent that, in this case, both of these key structures are appreciably thinner than a wavelength, suggesting that both undergo bending.
Because Naidu (2001) 165.4(102.1 x -0.88), and this expression is used in the following calculations. to human hearing. In general, micrographs show that the differences between these species are not major, and most cross sections appear similar. Although detailed measurements of human TM dimensions are lacking, it does seem, however, that the thickness of the human TM is, at least at the apex, appreciably greater than in the water buffalo, and its overall structure thus appears as in The precise micromechanics of this interaction is beyond the scope of this thesis. It is reasonable, however, to treat the radial wave as an independent entity because its wavelength is generally very small -tens of micrometers -compared to that of a travelling wave, which is typically in the range of millimetres. no external sound input, the active process dominates, the situation could be rather different.
A simple interpretation, then, broadly in keeping with existing traveling wave theory, might be that the traveling wave is the primary filter and the SLR wave the second filter. However, the SLR mechanism proposed here does leave open the nature of the primary input to the OHCs, which is not certain. In particular, the possible role of the fast pressure wave in stimulating OHCs requires careful consideration 26 . In this case, the so-called second filter may be all that is necessary for frequency analysis (that is, there is no need for a primary filter). This aspect is discussed in Chapter D10.
Dispersion and tonotopic tuning
It was noted earlier that SLR waves are highly dispersive (c ∝ ω
), so that in order to vary tuning 1000-fold, dispersion will provide a factor of 100, leaving only a factor of 10 to be contributed by other variables. This means that if inter-row spacing of OHCs were constant between base and apex, physical and geometrical characteristics of the cochlea would only be called on to alter wave speed by tenfold in order to maintain a full wavelength between OHC1 and OHC3. In reality, the spacing of OHC rows in humans 27 widens by a factor of 2.5 from base to apex, meaning that wave speed need only vary by a factor of 4 through the other parameters in Eq. 1. R 5 [12] animal, the thickness of the TM decreases from 26 µm at the base to 10 µm at the apex (2.6-fold); similarly, the RL thins out from 2.9 µm to 1.8 µm (1.6-fold). A real possibility, therefore, is that positive feedback may occur between OHC rows. In response to a sound stimulus, the OHCs will undergo movement, launching an SLR wave, and the distinctive squirting motion of the wave will then initiate positive feedback through bending of neighbouring OHC stereocilia, creating a standing wave. Here we consider that it is the shorter OHC stereocilia, which are freestanding, that are bent and contribute most to feedback. At the same time, the tallest stereocilia, which are firmly attached to the TM may still contribute feedback as they must tilt with respect to their bases when the reticular lamina, on which they rest, undulates underneath. The important result is that in the end some of the oscillating fluid flow associated with the standing wave will escape the OHC region and propagate towards the IHCs, where the squirting fluid will bend stereocilia (which here are all free-standing) and greatly enhance the responses of the cells at the standing-wave resonance frequency.
The cochlear amplifier as a standing wave
Mention of nonradial propagation of SLR waves is also called for. Because
OHCs are regularly arranged longitudinally as well as radially, cell interaction may launch lengthwise SLR waves, too. We note, however, that the longitudinal cell spacing is smaller than the radial spacing, so the corresponding resonance frequency
would be much higher, perhaps making the initial tuned stimulus from a travelling wave ineffective. Moreover, these waves would travel in directions that would not strongly affect the IHCs. While subtle effects due to nonradial waves cannot therefore be immediately ruled out, they do not constitute the major mechanism investigated here.
The location of the maxima and minima of the standing wave relative to the OHC rows will depend upon the mechanical impedance of the OHCs relative to the wave impedance of the surrounding plate. Since the cells are large in diameter relative to the thickness of the plate, it is likely that their mechanical impedance (force divided by displacement velocity) is also relatively large, which means that the standing wave will be excited in such a way that the OHCs lie close to, but not coincident with, the displacement nodes of the plate. Furthermore, because these plate displacement nodes are also the regions of maximum squirting wave fluid velocity (and maximum tilt of stereocilia with respect to their bases), this location also provides optimal feedback to the OHCs through displacement of their stereocilia (Fig. 5.3 ).
Although each OHC acts as a circular wave source, their linear arrangement effectively produces a nearly linear wavefront parallel to the OHC rows, and in this way an escaping wave propagates at right angles to the rows and towards the IHCs.
This behaviour is modeled in Chapter R6.
Some experiments have seen large phase variations across the partition (up to 180° between points 10 µm apart 28 ), which can be interpreted as good evidence for short wavelength radial wave motion; however others 29 have seen no radial phase variability, so that more work is needed to clarify this behaviour. Conflicting reports of phase variability across the partition are discussed in §D 9.3/b. R 5 [18] are involved, and this thesis incorporates the phenomenon into how the cochlea functions. As described in more detail in Section 7, slippage between a polar liquid and its bounding surfaces can be considerably enhanced if the surfaces are made hydrophobic by coating them with a thin layer of oil. The relevance here is that lipid droplets are secreted by Hensen cells, immediately next to the subtectorial space (see Fig. 5 .1), and my hypothesis is that the function of these droplets is to coat both TM and RL surfaces (but presumably not the stereocilia) and so reduce their viscous drag upon the squirting fluid in the subtectorial space.
Derivation of equations governing squirting waves
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Suppose that, to conform to the notation of previous investigators, the system In what follows, we consider the behaviour on only one side of the symmetry plane AB, and assume a standing wave of the form
where k = ω/c. If λ is the wavelength at angular frequency ω, and the plates are sufficiently thin that h<< λ, then their elastic distortion occurs through bending, and the peak elastic potential energy P bend per unit area is . ) 1 ( If, however, the plates are thicker so that h is greater than about λ/π, then the plates distort predominantly by shear rather than bending, and the corresponding result is
The difference in structure between (A2) and (A3) is accounted for partly by the fact that the bending modulus is involved in (A2) while the shear modulus is involved in (A3), and partly by the fact that the wave equation for a bending wave involves the operator ∂ 4 z/∂x 4 while that for a shear wave involves only ∂ 2 z/∂x 2 .
The kinetic energy in the simple system considered involves two contributions, one from the moving mass of the plates, and one from that of the liquid between them. The kinetic energy K plate per unit area of the single plate has the simple form
but the liquid motion requires more analysis. 
and the total kinetic energy is
The total symmetric propagation problem can now be solved by choosing either P bend or P shear , depending upon the thickness of the plates, and setting this equal to K total . For the standard SLR-wave situation, the plates are taken to be thin enough that h<< λ/2π so that P bend is the appropriate choice, and they are close enough together that d<< λ/2π, so that K plate and K outer can be neglected relative to K liq .
Setting P bend = K liq then leads to the Hassan-Nagy result
If the thickness of the plates is comparable to or greater than the wavelength, however, then distortion is by shear and, provided the plates are close enough together that K liq is still greater than K plate and K outer , the equation P shear = K liq leads to the result
For intermediate cases, an appropriate interpolation between (A2) and (A3) for the potential energy must be used, and the full expression (A9) may be required for the kinetic energy.
One further important implication of the model is also worth noting. The squirting-wave motions considered above are mirror-symmetric about the central plane AB of Fig. 5.4 . This means that exactly the same results will be obtained if a rigid plate is set along this plane, so that there is only a single thin plate separated from it by a liquid-filled space of width d/2. Indeed, the elastic stiffness of a thin plate increases so rapidly with its thickness, as indicated by (A2), that in most asymmetric situations an assumption that the thicker plate is essentially rigid will provide a good approximation, provided the thinner plate can distort by bending rather than shear. Of course, the relative elastic moduli of the two plates must also be taken into account.
A similar approach to that above can be applied to the antisymmetric case.
Since there is no squirting motion, the enclosed fluid simply moves up and down with the enclosing plates, and its mass is added to the combined plate mass. For plates thinner than about λ/6, so that they deform by bending, the result is Propagating SLR waves of frequency ω in the system are attenuated in amplitude as exp(-ω x/2cQ), which amounts to exp(-π /Q) per wavelength. Clearly we require that Q >1 for propagating waves to have any significance. Since Q increases nearly linearly with frequency while the viscous barrier-layer thickness is greater than the liquid film thickness, as assumed above (and actually as the square root of frequency above this limit), this explains why SLR waves have been studied mainly at megahertz frequencies and for much thicker liquid layers than found in the cochlea.
As suggested in §R 5.5, however, the existence of a hydrophobic film on each of the two surfaces involved could induce slip between the endolymph and its bounding surfaces in the subtectorial space, thereby overcoming this limitation. The basis of viscosity calculations is the classical 'no slip' assumption, and for narrow channels and hydrophobic surfaces this is not always correct. Instead, the interface may give rise to relative slip 48 , and this will make the liquid more slippery than its bulk viscosity would predict. In laboratory experiments 49 the effective viscous drag was reduced by a measured factor of about 5 for films of the thickness found in the cochlea and a single treated surface, using simple laboratory chemicals to produce the film. Such a film applied to both surfaces might be expected to increase the resonant Q value by a factor of about 10, and thus to about 1 at 1 kHz and 10 at 10 kHz, which begins to allow significant propagation of SLR waves. Indeed, when more is known about the molecular and hydrodynamic mechanisms involved, the increase might prove to be larger than this.
Viscosity and the effects of hydrophobicity
As outlined above, the viscosity of the waterlike endolymph between the reticular lamina and the tectorial membrane appears at first to offer an insurmountable barrier to the propagation of SLR waves below about 10 kHz. 52 The present focus of much surface physics is on understanding the unique properties of water, and it is now known that water near boundaries is more 'slippery' than its bulk viscosity value would predict.
The physics underlying slippage is still uncertain, but it is clear that the effect is one involving surface tension and is greatest for hydrophobic surfaces 53 . It is therefore significant for the configuration of the cochlea that Hensen cells are located immediately adjacent to the subtectorial space and that these cells are characterised by abundant production of lipid droplets [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] Hensen cells, the plateau of Corti, and hair cells 59 . Another factor helping to reduce viscous drag at low frequencies is that the height of the tallest OHC stereocilia (and hence the width of the subtectorial gap) increases from about 3 µm at the base to 7 µm at the apex.
The evidence for hydrophobic surfaces reducing viscous forces is widespread, but it has been collected using varying apparatus under disparate conditions. Perhaps most relevant to the subtectorial space is the finding 60 that the force between a spherical surface vibrating underwater within several micrometers of a plane surface was reduced by a factor of about 5 when one of the surfaces was made hydrophobic (and suggesting a factor of 10 if both surfaces were treated). states' with contact angles approaching 180°. Thus, counterintuitively, a rough surface with high surface area can exhibit appreciably less hydrodynamic drag. A standard method of increasing surface roughness is to create tiny fingerlike protrusions from a surface 64 , in this way making the surface resemble that of a lotus leaf, off which water droplets effortlessly roll. In the cochlea we note that the reticular lamina 65, 66 , and Hensen cells 67, 68 , are decorated with similarly shaped microvilli whose large surface area would act to increase the hydophobicity of the surfaces from which they protrude.
These considerations suggest that the ear may use hydrophobic properties to increase slippage and escape the standard limitations imposed by viscosity.
Measurements of the contact angle of endolymph on the reticular lamina would be of great interest, as would modern assessments of the chemical make up and physical properties of the lipids secreted by Hensen cells, which, as far as now known, are made up of cholesterol esters, triglycerides, and phospholipids 69 . These substances may provide a more effective slip than the standard materials used in surface film experiments.
Conclusions
This chapter, together with the one preceding, has constructed an attractively simple model for sharp tuning in the cochlea by assuming that SLR waves are generated by interaction between rows of motile outer hair cells, the reticular lamina, and the fluid lying between it and the tectorial membrane. In turn, these squirting waves create, through stereocilia-mediated positive feedback, a standing wave 
